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Ohio Administrative Code 
Rule 123:1-41-19 Removal from recall lists. 
Effective: December 1, 2022
 
 

(A) Any employee accepting or  declining reinstatement to the same classification and appointment

type from  which the layoff or displacement initially occurred will be removed from both  the

reinstatement and jurisdictional reemployment recall lists; except that any  employee declining

reinstatement to a different appointment category than that  from which he was laid off or displaced

or declining reinstatement for reasons  of hardship, as approved by the director will not be removed

from either recall  lists.

 

(B) Any employee accepting  reinstatement to a classification with a pay range lower than the

classification from which the employee was laid off or displaced remains on the  appointing

authority's recall list for classifications in the  classification series with pay ranges higher than the

classification to which  the employee was reinstated, up to and including the classification from

which  the employee was laid off.

 

(C) Any employee declining  reinstatement to a classification with a pay range lower than the

classification from which the layoff or displacement initially occurred will  not be removed from

either the appointing authority's recall list or the  jurisdictional layoff list; except such employee will

thereafter only be  offered reinstatement to a classification with a pay range higher than the

classification declined, up to and including the classification from which the  employee was laid off.

 

(D) Any employee on the  jurisdictional recall list accepting or declining reemployment to the same

classification and same appointment type from which the employee was laid off  or displaced will be

removed from the jurisdictional layoff lists.

 

(E) Any employee on the  jurisdictional recall list accepting or refusing reemployment in a lesser

appointment category from which the layoff or displacement occurred will be  removed from the

jurisdictional recall list for that appointment category and  any below.

 

(F) If not removed under paragraphs  (A) to (E) of this rule, the name of any laid-off or displaced
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employee will be  removed from the appointing authority's recall list and the jurisdictional  recall list

one calendar year after the employee was first laid off or  displaced from his original classification.

In the event any displaced employee  is subsequently laid off or displaced, such employee's name

will be  removed from the recall lists one calendar year after the subsequent  layoff.
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